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Exponential technologies: big opportunities for a new Greece?

Image via Frank Diana





Practice hybrid thinking: what is today and what might be tomorrow 
Sheikh Mohammed bin 

Rashid Al Maktoum at 

Innovation Week 2016: 

“The goal is to celebrate 

the last oil barrel we 

export because we will 

be prepared for that day 

when it comes”

Spend  10%  of your time 
on what MIGHT BE



Exponential thinking is becoming a crucial skill



Exponential thinking: linear humans in-tune with exponential tech



Come back from the future to design your preferred path, today

Arthur C. Clark



Technology is now the driving force of society 





Tesla Moments everywhere: foresights and imagination become crucial
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Network and Infrastructure

Services - Experiences - Platforms 

Example: a new Telecom Ecosystem



How ambitious can YOU be?



Develop 
Foresights

Understand

Imagine

Observe

Future-readiness is mandatory for CEOs



Assumptions are the termites of future success
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Even regulations will change faster (sometimes)



Now, the future is a mindset, not a timeframe



Humans ☯ machines: new relationships 
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Intelligent machines will change our world more than any other invention in the past 50 years



Is technology changing us too much, already?



Forgetting  
ourselves?





Technology is morally neutral until we apply it (and we apply it everywhere now)



60% 30% 10%

      10%                  40%                       50%



The biggest danger is not that machines will eliminate us but  

that we become too much like them!



Efficiency is not the destination - it’s just one step along the way



Because technology is not what we seek but how we seek



Technology

Organization
Humanity

Talents and skills for the future: holistic, interdependent, inclusive, diverse!
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Martin Seligman PERMA

Give the routines to machines - but never delegate trust, relationships and humanity



Yet machines don’t think like humans do!
Thinking Machines |  Cognitive Computing  | Deep Learning | Artificial Intelligence

“Whatever is very simple for a human is very hard for a  computer, 
and whatever is very hard for a human is simple for a computer”  

(riffing off Hans Moravec)



…yet anything that cannot be digitized or automated, will become much more valuable 

Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be…



Our future will need a really wise balance of humanity and technology



We must invest as much in humanity as we do in technology!

Intellectual intelligence (human) 
Social intelligence (human) 

Emotional intelligence (human) 
Artificial intelligence (machines)



Technology ☯ Humanity
Culture still eats technology for breakfast



Embrace technology 
- but don’t become it



Thanks for your time and attention!


